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EXCESSING IMPACTS ARE

UNDER REVIEW
PACIFIC / WESTERN AREAS- The massive involuntary reassignments (i.e.,
excessing) originally scheduled for February 2018 and then slated for a May move
date are under review for possible cancellation by Area complement and District
managers.
In a frustratingly slow process, each of the impacts are being reviewed and sporadic
cancellations of anticipated excessing are being issued to the Regional Union.
Those cancellations are posted on the Union’s website at the Regional Coordinators’
Page (Western Region– Impact Statements link) and mailed to the local unions.
Region Takes Action On Updates
In some parts of the Western Area, clerks seeking to transfer on 21 day eReassign are
being informed that they no longer have “priority consideration” which indicates that the
withholding and excessing impact in their offices have been cancelled. “But, I don’t trust
management’s verbal information as they are quick to ignore their obligations under the
CBA and JCIM,” said Regional Coordinator Omar Gonzalez. The Coordinator sent an
official inquiry to both Areas on the status of impacted offices.

ADMINISTRATION
TARGETS POSTAL
WORKERS
Washington DC– The proposed
budget issued by the White House
clearly takes aim at employees of
the postal service.

It calls on management to better
manage expenses and signals
approval for cutting six day delivery, increases employee costs for
health care, cuts workers comp,
cuts FERS COLAs, reduces CSRS
The Region formally requested the following information pursuant to Article 12 COLAs and much more.

(Principles of Seniority and Reassignment) and Article 31 (Union-Management CooperThe battle of the budget begins
ation):
with the Unions raising the call to

Update on Attrition ( retirements, removals, transfers etc.) which reduces the number of arms. Will members take heed? Will
impacted employees; Updated list of Withheld Residual Vacancies ( duty assignments the Union prevail in stopping the
reserved for the reassignments); list of impending impacts that will go forward in May. proposed cuts? We must prevail ! !
The Pacific Area indicated they would collect the information requested and issue it to
the Region. The Western Area has not responded, prompting the Regional Coordinator
to place the issue on the agenda for the HQ meeting in Washington DC.
“ Management is being forked tonged,” said the Regional Coordinator. “Local bosses
are telling Local officers impacts are being cancelled yet the Area Managers will not
commit to any indication of cancellations.” The Regional Coordinators will meet with
HQ officials and Area Labor Managements in March and have requested all pending
impacts be cancelled.

We Pray For The Eternal Repose
Of Slain MVS Brother Mosby
From Dallas, Texas
And For His Family & Coworkers.

May He Rest
In Peace

Supervisors Are Accountable
For Unsafe Conditions
Pacific Area- At the behest of the Area Vice-President, the Regional Coordinator gave the Union’s perspective on the Postal Service safety engagement
process.

Regional Coordinator Omar Gonzalez addressed the
Pacific Area Safety Symposiums in late January and
early February.

Speaking to more than 500 postal managers, safety specialists and selected safety captains Regional Coordinator Omar
Gonzalez emphasized the official philosophy that any postal injury or illness can be prevented. He stressed that while all
employees have responsibilities and obligations under the Safety Program, it is the supervisors’ responsibility to ensure a
safe, and healthful working environment which includes maintaining good employee relations.

Gonzalez pointed to the Handbooks containing the Safety Program and declared the USPS Safety Program is one of the
strongest on paper but worthless if not complied with. He also stressed that management should consider appointing maintenance employees as Safety Captains ( not just operations or carriers). He wondered out loud why post
offices are cleaned when top officials like the PMG visits and not always kept clean for employees.
The Union’s Coordinator also expressed his concern over the GIMBA ( a Japanese term meaning “the
real place”) process and referenced the contractual and legal responsibilities to provide a clean and
healthful workplace. Gonzalez also stated that if true cooperation in the safety engagement process is
sought managers need to reach out to the local unions and recommit to strong Joint LaborManagement Safety Committees. He pressed the need to use 1767s and to follow through when safety
issues are reported to managers. The Coordinator emphasized that the issuance of automatic
discipline when accidents occur is not only a violation of the JCIM but counter productive “because we
then fight over ‘just cause’ instead of focusing on ‘what caused’ [ the accident or injury ].”

SAFETY AMBASSADOR PROGRAM
CHALLENGED
WASHINGTON DC– The National Union has filed a Class Action
Step 4 Grievance over the unilateral changes made
by manageSUPPORT
ment to the Safety Captain Program.

UNIONS

Management is now deploying “Ambassadors” instead of appointing Safety Captains.
The Union is citing a violation of contract Article 5 (Prohibition of
Unilateral Action) , Article 14 (Safety & Health) and Article 19
(Handbooks/Manuals). Changes related to wages, hours, working
conditions may not be inconsistent with the National Agreement).
There are also possible Article 7 (Crossing Craft) issues if the so
called “Ambassadors” are appointed from other crafts into the
crafts under the jurisdiction of this union.
“As is the usual case in many disputes, its how management imposes their programs that cause the union to challenge them,” said
Regional Coordinator Omar Gonzalez. “Safety is everyone’s concern and serious business. Let’s just do it the right way,” he added.

Regional Coordinator
Omar Gonzalez (right)
congratulated the newly
appointed Pacific Area
VP, Larry Munoz.

MAINTENANCE LOOSES ANOTHER ONE
Washington DC– The Craft was handed a “stunning”
arbitration loss in February over counting supervisors
within the number of positions supported for determining
Maintenance Support Clerical staffing.
The National Union claimed the Arbitrator used inconsistent language to justify the opinion. The union relied on
the testimony of the Craft Director and three craft MSCs.
The union’s assertion [among others] , according to the
award, is that “total” means all, and that “all maintenance
employees, plainly includes maintenance supervisors. The
arbitrator disagreed. The other arguments were basically
shot down as well by the arbitrator. [see website for more].
This loss follows on the heels of a recent loss where the
arbitrator ruled that initial installation of a new mail
processing system is not maintenance craft work despite
the showing that craft employees were ready, willing and
able to install the APPS machines.

Provided as an educational tool by the Western Region Coordinator. Not intended to establish policy. Excerpt from Regional Safety Training Booklet. WRSCBD: Rev 2/18

STATE ORANIZATIONS
GEARING UP FOR
POLITICAL ACTION

sive legislative training sessions for Northern (Oakland, March
24) and Southern California (Anaheim, March 31) Arizona,
New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming and Utah will also host a
session in June in Park City ,Utah.

The Union’s State Organizations in “I truly hope all the Local Unions will assign and send several
the Western Region will be hosting a variety of legislative officers and activists to these sessions. Elections are
training sessions.
important on so many fronts,” said Omar Gonzalez Regional
The multi-state Northwest Region Convention (Washington, Coordinator.
Oregon, Alaska, Idaho and Montana) will be offering a
session in April. WA State President Charles Smith informs
the session will be conducted Saturday April 28th in Spokane
WA.

“Our Constitution & By-Laws obligates us to work for the
repeal of laws which are unjust to labor and postal workers
and to educate all members on issues involving economic,
political and social justice,” stated Gonzalez. One such issue
California State President Mike Evans is planning two exten- is “DO NOT MAIL” Legislation which can threaten the viability
of our employer and our job security.

“Where Is My Grievance?”
Western Region
The year end report issued by the Union’s HQ reveals there are 1,117 pending open cases in the
Western Region with the oldest being a 2005 Clerk case in Bakersfield California followed by 2010
Upland CA Maintenance case; 2012 San Francisco Case:2013 Santa Ana CA Maintenance
case ;2014 Maintenance cases in Reno and Phoenix. (These are cases pending beyond the Local
level to Step 3 and/or arbitration).
JASS (Joint Arbitration Scheduling System) remains the main process by which arbitrations are
scheduled by postal managers and NBAs. Date Selection Forms are used in conjunction with the
MOU which intended to reduce the backlog through case reviews and the arbitration of appeals
not settled during those reviews.
National Level
At the HQ level the following issues have been settled: “End of the Day” button issue involving craft work postmasters are
permitted to perform (i.e., 15 hrs. per week) from the start to the end of the day. The button (that was being abused by supervisors ) and related software is to be disabled. Clerk Craft PSE Hiring and 1 Day Break MOU requires all Clerk PSEs to be
hired effective the first day of a pay period and restores order to hiring and PSE rolls with carry over rights. The Sales Retention Case Remedy established that USPS will pay $36 million for continued violations. SRTs in the Western Region covered
by the settlement are in Everett, WA; Portland, OR; and San Francisco, CA. MVS New Hire Pay evolved from managers
offering a higher rate of pay to potential MVS drivers then rescinding the offer giving them a lower rate once hired. USPS is to
correct the job offers, pay employees at the rate offered along with a make whole remedy. Retail Approved Shipper
Program Memorandum of Understanding was extended which does not permit USPS to enter into any new ASPs,
Contract Postal Unions or Village Post Office contracts.
An interesting “educational hearing” will be held soon on Article 19 (Handbooks and Manuals) to brief (for lack of a better
word) a new National Level Arbitrator on the history, process and grievance procedures involved in disputes over changes to
postal handbooks and manuals related to wages, hours, or working conditions.
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POSTAL
QUIPS

PACIFIC AREA GETS A NEW BOSS with
the proclamation of the PMG, Acting VP
Larry Munoz has been appointed officially.
“We congratulate the VP and look forward to
working on mutual issues of concern”, said
Omar Gonzalez.

6 DAY DELIVERY is under attack again in
the Trump proposed budget. The elimination
of one delivery date does not just affect the carrier craft but has an
impact on mail processing, custodial and transportation which
affects all the crafts. There must be a fight to preserve all delivery!
FACEBOOK TO USE OLD FASHION U.S. MAIL to verify identities
of buyers of political ads. According to Reuters, post cards with a
specific code will be mailed to candidates wanting to buy ads. The
codes will be used to verify if the candidate is from the USA. “What?
so now so called “snail mail” is to be used as “trail mail”, quipped
Coordinator Omar Gonzalez.
NO MORE AMAZON SUNDAY WORK? A report by WSJ indicates
that Amazon will be rolling out its own parcel delivery service soon.
Some folks claim that such a service would under cut the special
relationship Amazon has with the Postal Service which goes back
to 2013. But the WSJ report reveals that Amazon will likely continue

to have parcels delivered by USPS. “Hmmm one can remember the
President tweeting that [management] was charging Amazon so
little to deliver their packages making them richer while the Post
Office was poorer and dumber,” pondered Coordinator Gonzalez
COMMEMORATION OF 50TH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE MEMPHIS SANITATION WORKERS
STRIKE was held in various parts of the nation ,
including San Diego and Albuquerque on the last
weekend of February with The Working Peoples
Day of Action.
WESTERN REGION STATES LEAD IN VOTE BY MAIL with all
voting done by the U.S. Mail. Colorado, Washington and Oregon
are the three states that lead the nation in “computer hack proof”
Vote by Mail. Although USPS assists agencies in ballot mail prep,
reports do surface of delayed mail. “Service degradation is one
major factor in our push to restore Delivery Standards,” said Omar.
THE CONSOLIDATION OF MT HOOD INTO PORTLAND PDC
does not exclude clerks from access to 21 day eReassign as the
Western Area previously declared. The National Union was copied
with the Area’s response and the position was reversed.
A SPEEDY RECOVERY FOR NBA Shirley Taylor is hoped and
prayed for. Retired NBA Merow is assigned by HQ to fill in for her.

Is MVS Getting New
Trucks?
According to a recent report issued by the OIG, the
Postal Service is planning on replacing 2,141 cargo
vans and 376 spotters.
The report states the IG found 433 PVS vehicles that were beyond their “service life”. Yet,
management has “no specific plan” for its PVS fleet and decided not to buy Alternative Fuel
Vehicles. Fuel consumption appears to be the main focus of the OIG report.
Postal management’s mission to cut petroleum fuel use by 20% in 2015 resulted in an
increase of more than 17%. The OIG stated that without a specific plan for PVS vehicles the
Postal Service is missing an opportunity to replace PVS vehicles with Alternative Fuel
Vehicles. Four of the seven sites with PVS vehicles beyond their service life are in the Western Region (Denver, San Diego, Seattle and Oakland). Management acknowledged they
spend $1.7 billion annually operating vehicles but disagreed with the OIG findings because
the OIG focused on PVS vehicles which is 2% ( or 2,517 vehicles) of the fleet and used a
novice level of knowledge to make recommendations, among other rationale. The OIG let
management know they could not close out the recommendations issued without consent,
Commenting on the issue Regional Coordinator Omar Gonzalez said, “ Too bad Management ignores not just the fuel issues, but the comfort and more importantly the safety of our
MVS Drivers. The Union will continue to push for new and improved vehicles for MVS.”
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